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Abstract. Isolated molars o f N eocom etes sim ilis have been found in lacustrine carbonate 
sediments i n the middle und lower part of the profile i n the brown-coal mine o f Bełchatów  
(Bełchatów -  В and Bełchatów -  С). So far this species has been known from several 
Middle Miocene localities of central and western Europe. Its discovery in Poland extends 
its range to the north-east. The genus Neocom etes is present also in the M iocene o f  
Thailand and is important to understanding the paleobiogeography and paleoecology o f  
the Miocene of Europe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Layers of limnic sediments intercalated between the coal seams in the brown coal mine 
of Bełchatów in Central Poland contained shells of molluscs and remains of small 
mammals. Three main horizons with animal remains have been discovered, an upper, a 
middle and a lower, referred to in the paleontological papers as Bełchatów-A, Bełchatów 
-  В and Bełchatów -  С, respectively (S TWORZEWICZ, SZYNKIEWICZ 1989, STUCHLIK et al.
1990). Among the remains of small mammals so far only those of Microtocricetus 
molassicus FAHLBUSCH and M A Y R , 1975 from Bełchatów -  A have been described in 
detail ( K o w a l s k i  1993). This paper is therefore the second from the series of publications 
concerning small mammal fauna of Bełchatów.

The genus Neocometes and its typical species N. brunonis were first described from 
the Miocene of Devinskâ Nova Ves (Neudorf Spalte) in Slovakia by SCH AUB and ZAPFE  

(1953). The same species was later discovered at Anwil in Switzerland (ENG ESSER 1972). 
Another, more primitive species, N. similis, was diagnosed on the basis of remains from 
Erkertshofen in Germany (FAHLBUSCH 1966). It was later listed from several fossil 
localities in Europe: Rubielos de Mora 2 in Spain (BRU IJN, M OLTZER 1974), Dolnice 1-3
















